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Introduction:

Bitcoin BSC is an innovative fusion of the historic value of Bitcoin and the 

cutting-edge BNB Smart Chain. By offering an eco-friendly staking mechanism 

that encourages long-term holding and community involvement, Bitcoin BSC 

aims to change the way we perceive token-based rewards.

Bitcoin BSC is a BEP-20 token built on BNB Smart Chain (BSC), reimagining 

Bitcoin with a focus on staking. Instead of conventional mining, holders of 

$BTCBSC can earn passive income through staking, with the rewards scaled to 

the number of tokens staked and tied to Bitcoin's original block reward 

mechanism.



THE GENESIS:
Reflecting the nostalgia of Bitcoin's early days, Bitcoin BSC is configured to the 

price and supply of Bitcoin in April 2011. This aligns with a time when 

6,125,000 bitcoins were pegged at $0.99. The choice to start at 99¢ ensures 

market accessibility and positions Bitcoin BSC favorably on the BSC network.


WHY BNB SMART 
CHAIN (BSC)?

 Familiar Architecture: BNB Smart Chain adopts the same foundational code 

as Ethereum, ensuring robust security and efficient smart contract 

execution

 Cost-Effective & Swift: BSC significantly reduces gas fees and offers faster 

transaction speeds than Ethereum

 Ease of Access: BEP-20 tokens like $BTCBSC are seamlessly accessible via 

popular dapps like Trust Wallet and MetaMask.
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All unsold tokens post-listing will contribute to the Bitcoin BSC staking 

contract, guaranteeing a fixed total supply of 21 million $BTCBSC tokens.


 Initial Phase (Soft Cap): 4 million $BTCBSC tokens will be available at 99¢, 

mirroring Bitcoin's 2011 price

 Secondary Phase: An additional 2.125 million tokens will be on sale at the 

same rate to achieve the Hard Cap.


TOKENOMICS:

the presale 

comprises two phases:

 Total Supply: 21,000,00

 Presale Supply: 6,125,00

 Soft Cap: 4,000,000 token

 Hard Cap: 6,125,000 token

 Network: BNB Smart Chai

 Token Type: BEP-2

 Token Name: BTCBS

 Minimum Purchase: $10
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Staking and APY:
Bitcoin BSC's Stake-to-Earn model offers an eco-friendly alternative to 

Bitcoin’s Proof-of-Work. The token release mirrors Bitcoin’s estimated 120-

year schedule and its block confirmations since April 2011. The rewards from 

staking are directly proportional to a member's share in the staking pool and 

the current APY. This model encourages a decentralized and engaged 

community, ensuring consistent growth in the token ecosystem.
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ROADMAP:
Bitcoin BSC takes its major inspiration from Bitcoin, the first peer-to-peer 

cryptocurrency that started a new economy outside the traditional financial 

world. We aim to improve on this ideal with the hard-coded promise of passive 

income rewards through a trusted Stake-to-Earn mechanism. Bitcoin BSC aims 

to redefine the way we look at Bitcoin by focusing on what works, whilst taking 

a low fee and environment-friendly approach to benefit all holders.


To give everybody the chance to acquire $BTCBSC at the lowest price, 29% of 

the total token supply will be available to swap for an equivalent value of 

$0.99. Funds raised will be used to cover development and marketing costs.



Staking is the cornerstone of the Bitcoin BSC project. An audited and verified 

smart contract will be deployed and activated during the presale stage, 

encouraging early staking participation.



$BTCBSC is set to launch on a BNB Smart Chain DEX. With 2% of the supply 

allocated to locked DEX liquidity, LP is also required to ensure a fully 

decentralized and community-owned project.



$BTCBSC holders can stake their tokens and get paid out daily. Rewards accrue 

every 10 minutes, simulating the block schedule of Bitcoin. The maximum 

supply will be reached in about 120 years.


STAGE 1: PRESALE STARTS

STAGE 2: staking opens

STAGE 3: token launch

STAGE 4: passive REWARDS
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SWAP and Claim:
$BTCBSC can be acquired from the official website Bitcoinbsc.io with payment 

options including ETH or USDT (ERC-20), BNB or USDT (BEP-20), or Card via 

Wert. Two separate presale contracts will be available: one for ETH and the 

other for BNB. Post-presale, all ETH contract purchases will be transferred to 

the BNB presale contract. Token claims will be through the BSC network. If 

purchasing with ETH, BNB will still be needed for gas during claiming.



Conclusion:
Bitcoin BSC seeks to rewrite history by integrating the charm of early Bitcoin 

with the innovation of BNB Smart Chain. Through strategic pricing, a 

commitment to sustainability, and a robust staking mechanism, Bitcoin BSC 

invites the community to partake in a revolutionary journey.




Disclaimer: Cryptocurrency may be unregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of 

cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up. Profits may be subject to capital 

gains or other taxes applicable in your jurisdiction. 



This Website is not intended for a UK audience and does not adhere to the UK 

Financial Promotions Regime. If you are accessing this Website from the UK, 

please exit this site immediately.
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http://bitcoinbsc.io/

